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Abstract

**Background:** Measuring immature white blood cell forms ("bands") has been considered clinically unnecessary. We performed this study to determine if elevated band counts, with normal admission total white blood cells, were associated with infection or in-hospital death.

**Methods:** We performed a retrospective cohort study including all patients admitted to our 2-hospital, 1100-bed community-based academic health system in 2009 with normal admission white blood cells (3,800-10,800 per mm$^3$) who had manual differentials performed. We defined our band groups as normal (<10% bands and other immature cells), moderate (11-19%), or high (>20%). Via chart review we ascertained vital signs and culture results for all patients with elevated bands and 407 randomly sampled patients with normal bands. Cultures likely to be contaminants were excluded. We used multivariable logistic regression to determine if bandemia was predictive of significant positive cultures or death.

**Results:** Of 2,342 patients, 167 (7.1%) had high and 205 (8.6%) had moderate bands. The mean white blood cell count was 7.5 cells/mm$^3$, with no difference among groups. Bandemia was associated with increased odds of having any significant positive culture (adjusted OR 2.0, 95% CI 1.3-3.1 for moderate; aOR 2.8, 95% CI 1.7-4.3 for high bands), and of having positive blood cultures (aOR 3.8, 95% CI 2.0-7.2 for moderate; aOR 6.2, 95% CI 3.2-11.8 for high bands). Patients with moderate or high bands also had increased odds of in-hospital death (aOR 3.2, 95% CI 1.7-6.1; aOR 4.7, 95% CI 2.4-9.0, respectively).

**Conclusions:** Even with normal total white blood cells, patients with moderate and high bandemia on admission had significantly increased odds of having positive cultures, including blood cultures, and of in-hospital mortality.
Introduction

Infections remain one of the leading causes of death in the United States. Early recognition of infections permits initiation of multiple therapies, including empiric antibiotics, that have been shown to reduce mortality. While infections often are clinically obvious from history and physical examination, objective evidence is routinely sought, typically including a complete blood count that includes evaluation of total white blood cell number and types using automated methodology. Though sufficient in many cases, the white blood cell count may not yet be increased at the time of clinical presentation. In these circumstances, manual inspection of peripheral blood smears looking for increased band forms (a “left shift”) may be beneficial, serving as early indication of serious infections.

In recent decades the band count has fallen out of favor, often considered an unnecessary addition to the total white blood cell and automated differential counts. While band counts may be more useful than total neutrophil counts in neonates, the usefulness of band counts in patients older than 3 months has been questioned. Bandemia is not specific for infection, but rather is also associated with a variety of inflammatory processes, tissue damage or necrosis, seizures, toxic ingestions, and metabolic abnormalities. In addition, the definition of bands and normal reference ranges can vary between laboratories, and measurement methods are subject to inaccuracy due to sampling bias and subjective identification. Even if accurate, elevated band counts would not be clinically useful to detect early infections, if such infections are already suggested by elevated total white blood cell or automated differentials. While most studies have assessed bandemia as one of several components in a prediction model for infection, one study specifically analyzing patients with normal white blood cell counts found
that having 19% or greater bands was poorly sensitive (49%) for documented positive cultures, but was based on only 33 patients with infections and a similarly sized control group.\textsuperscript{12} Additionally, cost remains an important concern, with one study concluding that obtaining manual differentials routinely was not cost-effective as it affected management in fewer than 3% of cases.\textsuperscript{13}

Because previous studies refuting the role of band counts were underpowered or included patients with both normal and elevated white blood cell counts, we elected to study the specific patient population with normal admission white blood cell counts to determine if, in this specific setting, elevated bands and other immature white blood cells are predictive of microbiologically confirmed infection. Our hypothesis was that in this situation, determining presence of bandemia can be a useful adjunct to total white blood cell count and may allow for earlier suspicion of and empiric treatment for infection. This relatively easily obtained laboratory test could provide valuable information to the clinician, leading to a more rapid initiation of antibiotic therapy and improved patient outcomes.

**Methods**

**Study design and population.** We conducted a retrospective cohort study to identify the association between bandemia and microbiologically-confirmed infection among patients with normal white counts at the time of admission. Christiana Care Health System is a 2-hospital, 1100-bed community-based academic tertiary care health system located in northern Delaware. We selected patients admitted to either hospital in 2009 who had normal white blood cell
counts (3,800 – 10,800 per mm$^3$) and manual differentials performed at the time of admission. In our institution, manual differentials are performed on approximately 15% of all complete blood counts, based on whether the automated differential meets specific criteria (e.g., >5% “atypical” lymphocytes or >15% monocytes noted), or by clinician request. We excluded patients under 18 years of age and routine obstetrics admissions (i.e., full-term, uncomplicated natural or Caesarian childbirth). In order to avoid including patients with repeated testing that revealed elevated total white blood cells shortly after admission, we also collected follow-up white blood cell counts within the first 24 hours after presentation, and excluded patients with any abnormal white blood cell count within this time frame. Among the remaining patients, we included all with moderate or high band counts (as defined below) and a random sample of 400 patients with normal bands. The size of the normal band group was determined by choosing an approximate 2:1 ratio between the normal group and each of the elevated band groups, to give us 90% power and alpha of 0.05 to detect a 10% difference between groups. After the initial selection of the random sample, we determined that a subset of patients lacked any recorded vital signs during the first 24 hours. At this time they were excluded from analysis, and additional patients with normal bands were randomly selected. Ultimately we reviewed 407 patients with normal band counts. The study was approved by the Christiana Care Health System Institutional Review Board.

**Data collection.** We obtained clinical administrative data, including diagnostic codes, length of stay, and antibiotic utilization, from the electronic medical record for all patients in the cohort. We manually reviewed each chart to collect the first set of vital signs obtained and culture results for cultures obtained within 24 hours of presentation only (from the time first evaluated in the Emergency Department, if applicable). We ascertained the organism, culture source (blood, urine, sputum or wound), and whether multiple cultures with the same organism were
present, for up to five cultures per patient. We also recorded *Clostridium difficile* testing results. We did not ascertain possible alternative reasons for bandemia (such as receipt of cytotoxic agents or colony stimulating factors).

**Definitions.** We calculated band percentage as the percentage of all immature forms (bands, myelocytes, metamyelocytes, and promyelocytes) over the total white blood cell count. We divided the cohort into normal (≤10%), moderately elevated (11–19%), and high (≥20%) band groups. The published upper limit of normal at our institution is 3% bands; however, we used a 10% upper limit of normal to ensure clinical significance and to match accepted sepsis definitions.14 Our primary outcome was a clinically significant positive culture defined as: (1) any urine culture in which at least 10^5 of a single organism were present; (2) sputum culture with moderate or heavy growth of a single organism (excluding those with oropharyngeal contamination); (3) wound or skin cultures with moderate/heavy growth of a single pathogen; (4) *C. difficile* enzyme immunoassay (EIA) or cytotoxicity assay revealing toxin A and/or B; or (5) blood cultures with growth of a known pathogen (e.g., *Staphylococcus aureus*, Gram-negative bacilli, *Candida* species). For coagulase-negative *Staphylococci*, at least 2 positive cultures obtained via separate blood draws were required. Secondary outcomes included positive blood cultures, *C. difficile* infection, and in-hospital mortality.

To determine whether patients were ultimately diagnosed with infections, all potential infection-related diagnostic ICD-9 codes were reviewed, and those that lacked specificity (e.g., acute pancreatitis) or relevance to acute inpatient care (e.g., uncomplicated sexually transmitted diseases) were excluded. Subjects whose primary discharge diagnosis code was
included within the remaining list were considered to have a primary infectious diagnosis.

Codes were grouped into “generalized infections” (codes that did not localize to a specific organ system, including bacteremia, viremia, postoperative, transfusion- or central line-related infections and all codes 001.0-139.8 ['Infectious and parasitic diseases', which includes septicemia and all specific bacterial, fungal, viral, and parasitic pathogens]), or by organ system (respiratory, gastrointestinal, skin/soft tissue infection, etc). To determine antimicrobial use within the first 24 and 72 hours, we included all antibacterial and antifungal antibiotics. We did not differentiate antimicrobial agents into different classes.

Microbiology methods. All diagnostic testing was ordered and performed for clinical purposes per patients’ admitting clinicians. Blood, sputum, urine and wound cultures were processed using standard CLIA-approved methodology.\textsuperscript{15} C. difficile testing was performed using a two-step process, with EIA for common antigen and toxins A and B, with equivocal results confirmed using cytotoxicity assays.

Statistical analysis. We compared baseline characteristics (demographics, vital signs and initial white blood cell and automated neutrophil counts) for each elevated band group (with the normal band group as comparator) using chi-square and t-tests for categorical and continuous variables, respectively. Wilcoxon rank sum tests were used for variables that were not normally distributed. We performed separate univariate logistic regression analyses to determine whether elevated band counts were predictive of our primary and secondary outcomes (any significant positive culture, positive blood cultures, \textit{C. difficile} infection, and in-hospital mortality). We performed multivariable logistic regression using other clinically available data at
time of presentation (age, total white blood cell count, temperature, heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, respiratory rate) as covariates, with the same separate outcomes as above. We performed all analyses using SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

Results

Between Jan 1 and Dec 31, 2009, 2,342 patients met inclusion criteria for the study. Among this population, 167 (7.1%) patients had high band counts, 205 (8.6%) had intermediate band counts, and 1970 (84.1%) had normal band counts. From this latter group, 407 were randomly sampled and included in the study. The three groups had similar initial white blood cell counts (Table 1), but the automated neutrophil count was higher in the moderate and high band groups compared to normal bands. However, all three groups had mean automated neutrophil counts that were above the published upper limit of normal for this test (60%), and the absolute difference between groups was small.

Compared to those with normal bands, mean heart rate was significantly higher in patients with moderate and high bandemia, and systolic and diastolic blood pressures were significantly lower in the high band group. Temperature and respiratory rate were also higher in the high band group compared to normal bands, but the absolute difference in mean values was small.

As would be expected, patients with moderate or high bands were more likely to have cultures obtained and antibiotics initiated (Table 2). There were 21 patients within the high band group who did not have cultures performed within the first 24 hours. Review of these charts revealed
that the majority of these patients had trauma, pneumonia, or intraabdominal infections as obvious sources of their bandemia at presentation.

Overall, 214 (27.7%) patients had significant positive cultures and 95 (12%) had positive blood cultures. Positive cultures were significantly more frequent in patients with increased bandemia, with the incidence of any positive culture increasing from 10% in the normal band group to 32% in the high band group, while positive blood cultures increased from only 4% in the normal band group to 26% in the high band group. Only 13 confirmed cases of C. difficile were identified in the cohort, but 7 (54%) of them were in the high band group. Moderate or high bandemia was also significantly associated with having positive urine cultures, but not with sputum or wound cultures. Interestingly, patients with normal bands were ultimately discharged with an infectious disease-related diagnosis code 30% of the time, while both elevated band groups had such a code approximately 50% of the time. In all groups, the majority of these codes fell into the generalized infections category, but the relative proportion varied by group. In the normal band group, generalized infections comprised 59% of those with a primary infectious diagnosis, with the next most common groups being respiratory infections (11%) and genitourinary and skin/soft tissue infections (both 10%). In contrast, among the high band group, generalized infections (including bacteremia and sepsis) was seen in 79%, and respiratory, genitourinary, and gastrointestinal disease were each seen in only approximately 5%. Skin/soft tissue infections were only coded 1% of the time in this group.

Patients with high bands were also more likely to die during their hospitalization, or require discharge to long-term care facilities, compared to patients with normal bands. Among the 88
patients in the high band group who had primary infectious disease diagnoses, 25 (28%) died, compared to only 12 (15%) of 78 patients who lacked a primary infectious diagnosis (OR 2.2, 95% CI 1.0-4.7). Among the normal band group, 10 (53%) of 19 people who died had a primary infectious diagnosis, and the odds of such a diagnosis among those who died was also significantly elevated (OR 2.6, 95% CI 1.0-6.7). Death was not associated with infectious primary diagnoses in the moderate band group.

In univariate analysis, both moderate and high bands were significantly associated with any positive culture, positive blood cultures, and in-hospital mortality, while only high bands were associated with C. difficile infection (Table 3). In multivariable analysis adjusting for vital signs, total white blood cell count and age, increased age was a significant covariate in all analyses, while elevated heart rate was predictive of bacteremia. Having an abnormal temperature on admission (<36°C or >38.3°C) and decreased systolic and diastolic blood pressures were significantly associated with in-hospital mortality. In terms of specific microbiology, bandemia was most frequently associated with Gram-negative bacilli and Streptococcus pneumoniae bacteremia (Table 4). Polymicrobial infections were also more common in the higher band groups.

**Discussion**

Our findings suggest there are selected patients in whom obtaining manual differentials can contribute to the initial diagnostic evaluation. In these patients, elevated band counts could prompt earlier initiation of antibiotics, which has been shown in various patient populations to
improve mortality.\textsuperscript{2,4} Previous research has challenged the utility of band counts in diagnosing infections, based on low specificity and lack of proven cost-effectiveness.\textsuperscript{12,13,16-18} While many patients with elevated band counts will also have high total white blood cell counts (limiting its additional diagnostic contribution), we specifically limited our analysis to those patients with normal initial white blood cell counts to try to determine if bandemia could provide an earlier suggestion of serious infection. Indeed, in our analyses higher band counts were associated with greater likelihood of having any significant positive culture, but particularly with positive blood cultures and \textit{C. difficile} infection. This association was maintained even when adjusted for other clinical information that is readily available at presentation, such as age and vital signs. Approximately two-thirds of patients in our high band group did have antibiotics initiated within 24 hours, which rose to 75% within 72 hours, yet they suffered significantly higher all-cause mortality than those patients with moderate/normal bands. However, our analysis was not able or intended to determine whether any delay in appropriate antibiotics contributed to excess mortality.

With regards to particular infections, higher bands were associated with Gram-negative bacteremias, pneumococcal infection and \textit{C. difficile}. \textit{C. difficile} is a well-described cause of significant leukocytosis and bandemia, sometimes prior to the onset of diarrhea,\textsuperscript{19-21} but this study demonstrates that \textit{C. difficile} is also associated with bandemia in the absence of elevated white blood cell counts. This suggests that when encountering a patient with elevated bands but who may lack other objective evidence of infection, empiric antibiotic coverage at a minimum should be directed at Gram-negative organisms and \textit{S. pneumoniae}. If risk factors or other clinical symptoms suggest antibiotic-associated diarrhea, \textit{C. difficile} should be treated.
Strengths of this study include that all white blood cell and manual differentials were performed in a single centralized hospital laboratory, which facilitated quality control and standardization needed for consistent, reproducible results.7,22 We assessed bandemia in a specific subset of adult patients, those with normal white blood cell counts being admitted to an inpatient service, for whom high band counts might be expected to contribute the most, and our patient groups are otherwise reasonably comparable. As a community-based academic health center, our institution’s inpatient population is demographically and socioeconomically diverse, increasing the generalizability of our results. Use of an electronic medical record as well as electronically scanned paper charts enabled us to find admission vital signs and culture results, even when performed prior to hospital admission.

This study also has limitations. Our study population was limited to inpatients, the majority of whom were admitted through the Emergency Department, which may not be generalizable to other patient care scenarios. Manual differentials were not obtained in any standardized fashion, but were based on specific laboratory criteria or clinician preference, which may result in bias toward obtaining band counts for patients who were more likely to have appeared infected. However, we maintained a relatively conservative definition of abnormal immature cells (≤10% considered normal), in keeping with accepted sepsis definitions. Secondary analyses that included immature cell percentages of ≤6% considered normal only strengthened our results (data not shown). We did not assess medications (such as cytotoxic agents) or other disease processes (such as myelodysplastic syndromes) that may alter band counts. We relied primarily on culture results, which may represent colonization rather than true infection.
However, even with this less specific definition we found a significant correlation; excluding cultures more likely to represent colonization (wound and sputum) only strengthened the observed association. We did not determine all of the clinical information available at the time of presentation, such as patient symptoms or radiologic evaluation, and therefore cannot presume that an elevated band count universally provided additional clinical information.

In conclusion, in the setting of normal admission white blood cell counts, the presence of bandemia was associated with increased odds of having significant infection. In particular, Gram-negative or pneumococcal bacteremia and *C. difficile* infection were common in patients presenting with normal white blood cell counts but elevated bands. While it is likely not cost-effective to obtain manual differentials for patients in whom the pretest probability of infection is either very high or very low, this study suggests that determining whether bandemia is present can be a useful adjunct in the initial diagnostic evaluation in selected patients. Automated methods to accurately determine band counts are lacking, but could potentially improve patient care without significant cost increases. Early empiric antibiotics should be considered even in the setting of normal total white blood cell counts and nonspecific clinical signs and symptoms.
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